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SÈVRE ET MAINE, LOIRE VALLEY, FRANCE

EXPLOR

NOVEMBER 2022

Bright and with lively, prickling acidity, this White 
Wine from the Loire Valley is the perfect 
accompaniment to any sea food based dish. 
Grown on a rare type of soil for this region 
and harvested from vines up to 65 years in 
age, this is a stunning example what locale 
has to offer.

To learn more about this wine, click here.

https://kermitlynch.com/our-wines/domaine-michel-bregeon/
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PIERO BENEVELLI 2021 “LA COSTA,” DOLCETTO, 
ALBA, ITALY

Coming from vines planted in 1986, this Dolcetto 
from the Cru of Alba in the high North West of the 
Piedmont region of Italy is a textbook example of 
any everyday affordable drinker designed to pair 
with food. Rich, dark fruit along tannins that
 are just grippy enough to cut through richer
cuisine or even pizza and pasta.

To Lear more about this wine, click here.

https://kermitlynch.com/our-wines/benevelli-piero/
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SURVEY
PIERO BENEVELLI 2021 “LA COSTA,” DOLCETTO, 
ALBA, ITALY

Coming from vines planted in 1986, this Dolcetto 
from the Cru of Alba in the high North West of the 
Piedmont region of Italy is a textbook example of 
any everyday affordable drinker designed to pair 
with food. Rich, dark fruit along tannins that
 are just grippy enough to cut through richer
cuisine or even pizza and pasta.

To Lear more about this wine, click here.

https://kermitlynch.com/our-wines/benevelli-piero/
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ORS To say that this is a small production winery might 

be an understatement. With only a total of 3 
hectares farmed to the obscure Rossese varietal, 
between two Crus, this is a prime example of 
obscure Italian viticulture that is also 
incredibly historic with the family’s vines 
having been planted in 1872.

To learn more about this wine, click here. 

KA MANCINÉ 2020 “BERAGNA,” ROSSESE, 
LIGURIA, ITALY

NOVEMBER 2022

http://omwines.com/kamancine?rq=Rossese


COLLECT
IGNAZ NIEDRIST 2018 “BERGER GEI,” LAGREIN 
RISERVA, SÜDTIROL, ITALY

CL
UB

ORS With a family cellar that dates back 170 years comes this 
stunning example of a 100% old vine Lagrein planted in 
1967 hailing from the hills in Italy’s North Eastern region 
of Alto Adige. With less than 550 cases produced 
annually, this rich, deep violet wine is full of 
blackberry and tea aromas finishing with a 
refined and restrained touch of oak.

To read more about this wine click here

NOVEMBER 2022

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/51b7f731e4b0d95bdfe6da39/t/5e9f6f447a862d6425882ee5/1587507045065/Niedrist+Lagrein+Tech+Sheet.pdf

